Hippocrates 2,500 years ago] that airs, waters, and places play as large a role in the problems psychology faces as do moods, relationships, and memories" (Hillman xxii) .
The label nature-deficit disorder begs the question, what is nature? Naomi Schalit sees danger in Louv's utilitarian idea of nature as a pill. Nature's value, she argues, lies apart from what it can do for us. Diane Gordon, instead, appreciates Louv's 10 years of interviews, seeking diverse opinions on the relationship among nature, childhood, and psychic health. Gordon values what we could call discursive nature. Bruno Latour pushes this idea further. Believing that the concept of nature has been too controlled by the idea that rationalist scientists uncover absolute facts, he proposes a focus on a successor to nature that is an assemblage to be slowly composed, not a nature always already there (476-77). Latour's manifesto glosses Louv's popular project that could be said to compose nature rather than find it. But Louv's book has no special interest in the distinction, nor does it acknowledge the limitations of the human-scaled nature that circumscribes its examples. A prosthetic apprehension of nature through microscopes or telescopes, for example, can elicit human wonder and curiosity, maybe even humility and biophilia, as readily as a naked-eyed view from a mountaintop. That said, Louv would probably agree that nature is a negotiated and material complexity of which humans with our interpretative sciences and rhetorics as well as our bodies are a part. No cuts.
But wait. If we sit down to dinner and carve a beef roast, mash a potato, slice a mushroom, we are in fact making cuts between our species and others. Louv has little to say about necessary decisions that put this food on the table rather than that or in the work that it takes to get it there, but interspecies engagement does provide four of the five trends that characterize what he calls the new, third frontier "populated by today's children" (19) . These are "a severance of the public and private mind from our food's origins; a disappearing line between machines, humans, and other animals; an increased intellectual understanding of our relationship with other animals; the invasion of our cities by wild animals (even as urban/suburban designers replace wildness with synthetic nature); and the rise of a new kind of suburban form" (19) . His popular book, available in gift shops of National Parks and Monuments across the US, maintains a humanist focus on the offspring of Homo sapiens. Yet in taking responsibility for imagining a viable future, the book's arguments enter a posthumanist natureculture quandary in which there are no cuts between humans and nature and there are cuts everywhere, every time we or any species act opportunistically to feed or house ourselves or protect our offspring. If human adults address a nature deficit, they offer children a complexity to inspire curiosity and to confound ethical choice.
All the more reason to take seriously the effect on children's psyches. To that end, I would like to focus on one particular claim that Louv makes: the insights of parent -child attachment theory can be applied to a land (nature) attachment theory. 3 British psychiatrist John Bowlby spent an influential career articulating the significance of and risks to mother -child-later caregiver -childattachment. The theory posits that infants have a primary, bodily need and thus motivation for an emotional bond with an adult caregiver. Bowlby continues: "A threat of loss [of this attachment] creates anxiety and actual loss sorrow; both, moreover, are likely to arouse anger" (209) . "Attachment theory highlights the importance of mourning in relation to trauma and loss" (Laschinger xviii-xix) . Bowlby elicited the ire of the psychiatric establishment as early as the 1930s when he argued that a relational approach to children's internalized real-life experiences was more important than the accepted focus on children's inner fantasy lives (Laschinger xviii) . Bowlby takes a conciliatory tone, positioning his work as a prospective complement to Freud's. He nonetheless chooses a method dependent upon direct observation of children rather than Freud's retrospective reconstruction of childhood from analysis of adults that, Freud himself admitted in 1920, gives "the impression of an inevitable sequence of events" (qtd. in Bowlby 8) . Direct observations of children and early ethology convince Bowlby that separation is the trauma for infants and young children just as it had been shown to be for other species (180-83).
Louv introduces his analogy of child-parent attachment to child -nature attachment through the work of psychologist Martha Farrell Erickson. 4 With her colleagues, Erickson has used an ecological model of attachment theory in a longitudinal study of parent -child interaction. By ecology, Erickson's group has meant "the family's health related to the health of the surrounding community" (Louv 155) . Absence of attachment is rare, Erickson notes, even when parents are unreliable or unresponsive. "Rather, we see differences in the quality of attachment" (qtd. in Louv 156). When Louv "suggest[s] to her that some of the same responses or symptoms associated with attachment deficit occur with a poor sense of attachment to land," she agrees that this would be an important line of inquiry, stating: "[I]t would be interesting to examine children's early experiences with nature and follow how those experiences influence the child's long-term comfort with and respect for the natural world-comfort and respect being concepts that are central to the study of parent-child attachment" .
Louv surmises that if children need a primary bodily relationship with nature and not only with other humans, then rapid change of a place would put that attachment at risk: "If a geographic place rapidly changes in a way that demeans its natural integrity, then children's early attachment to land is at risk. If children do not attach to the land, they will not reap the psychological and spiritual benefits they can glean from nature, nor will they feel a long-term commitment to the environment, to the place" (159). If Louv here slides toward an impossible longing for stasis, he also has provided Erickson's two important words: "comfort" and "respect." Natural systems and human-built places are unreliable and often unresponsive to human needs and desires. If, like children with wayward parents, humans nonetheless attach themselves to nature, then, remembering Donna Haraway's etymological gloss on respect (respecere as "seeing again," "[l]ooking back"), which early experiences enable comfort with and long-term respect for nature (Haraway 19 . In 1887, when conservation leader Aldo Leopold was born on the bluffs in Burlington, he joined some 22,000 residents. Samuel Clemens's father, John Marshall Clemens, hoped for just this sort of success when, in 1835, he moved his wife and four young children to the Salt River at the town of Florida, Missouri . Earlier he had speculated on land in east Tennessee, a property that became a legacy for his children in a way other than what he had intended. In an 1858 letter to his brother Orion, young apprentice pilot Sam Clemens expressed contempt for the burden of false hope their father's land speculation had placed upon the family (LeMenager 209). Yet in a piece of the autobiography published in The North American Review in 1906, the aging storyteller Mark Twain still used that now famous Tennessee land to frame the story of his generation and of himself: "I shall have occasion to mention this land again, now and then, as I go along, for it influenced our life in one way or another during more than a generation. . . . It kept us hoping and hoping, during forty years, and forsook us at last. It put our energies to sleep and made visionaries of us-dreamers and indolent. We were always going to be rich next year-no occasion to work. It is good to begin life poor; it is good to begin life rich-these are wholesome; but to begin it prospectively rich! The man who has not experienced it cannot imagine the curse of it" (Autobiography 111). Born into that legacy of speculation, Samuel Clemens entered this life in Florida, "on the wrong river," as biographer Jerome Loving describes it (16). For the Salt was not dredged for river traffic and Florida was not a commercial success, as John Marshall Clemens had wagered it would be. In Clemens's diffuse autobiographical reminisces dictated in 1906, he not only recalls the Tennessee land. He also shares with his readers the domestic detail that his wife Livy called him Youth even in middle age. "I had certain mental and material peculiarities and customs proper to a much younger person than I was" (Autobiography 44). In his early book on Twain's depictions of childhood, Albert Stone observes that Clemens was pupil to Livy and their daughters Susy, Clara, and Jean who "furthered Mark Twain's education" by teaching him about Victorian family tastes, especially in juvenile fiction: "To the degree that [Twain] felt both a part of and at odds with society . . . writing about children permitted him both to escape and to confront some embarrassing problems. As a result, childhood became the characteristic mask, as humor was the typical mode, for communication with his world" . Wearing this mask, Stone argues, Twain could write a juvenile fiction not only for children and resist family as well as social pressures while "adjusting to his immediate environment" in the East (269). Michael Kiskis reads the autobiographical references to family editing as "Clemens . . . straining to develop a public image of the intersection of his creativity and home life through telling a tale of an innocent time . . . only a firm grip on family life allowed" (liii). After all, in 1906 he tells his life's story often through dialogue with his 14-year-old daughter's biography of him. Stone finds in Twain's fictional depictions of youth, by contrast, a "kind of innocence" born of unity with nature, albeit dysfunction of family (270). It is a "kind of innocence" imagined in an antebellum town like Hannibal that turns to nightmare through greed and cupidity, such as that Clemens observed in the rest of the nineteenth century. The masks of youth-some adorned with sweet innocence of Victorian (mostly female) family life and some with the mucking about in the (mostly male) river frontier-lie in layers over Twain, who could, at will, call upon a gendered, heterosexual persona that "had certain mental and material peculiarities and customs proper to a much younger person" (Autobiography 44).
Youth resonates well beyond the Clemens household, following the innocent persona down the river across the nation, through the twentieth century, and abroad, into the twenty-first century. Youth and the boys he creates-especially those who occupy the Mississippi River region of his childhood-are in the territory but, I want to argue, not, in fact, so often in nature as readers might think given the books' and author's placement in American lore. The voice of the US in the nineteenth century-and apparently into the twenty-first, if sales of the first volume of the Autobiography of Mark Twain are reliable testimony-and most certainly the spokesperson for the Mississippi River, especially childhoods lived along the river, Samuel Clemens entered a land undergoing abrupt transformations, many undertaken by the hoping of the prospectively rich. 6 Clemens's creation of his own Mississippi River childhood and those of his young characters Tom, Huck, their friends, and the slave Jim demonstrate risks in children's attachment to nature when a geographical place is abruptly and significantly changing in a way that demeans its integrity and undermines opportunities for comfort in or respect for that place. Life on the Mississippi (1883), Tom Sawyer (1876), and Huck Finn (1885)-one could add the less popular Tragedy of Pudd'nhead Wilson (1894)-have defined since their publications a territory changing quickly, too quickly, I am proposing, to sustain biophilic or topophilic attachment to the very land and river they seem to celebrate. Without such an attachment, does a boy grow up to be a middle-aged Youth? I wonder.
More than the river fiction or even nonfiction, the autobiography provides rare glimpses into a preteen boyhood lived in nature, at least at Quarles Farm, his uncle's place outside Florida, Missouri. One measurement of a life lived in nature is evinced by an attention to natural history. Daughter Susy's 1885 Biography of Me records that natural history was a part of the girls' instruction by their mother, a practice Clemens could recall in 1906 for the autobiography (151). Susy writes that their mother directed Jean to confine her entomological collection to insects found dead at Quarry Farm, the Clemens' rural retreat. 7 In remembering life at the earlier Quarles Farm, Clemens is not doing the physical collecting of natural history-a scientific and colonial legacy valuable, if fraught, and alive still in Livy's late Victorian lessons for her girls. He nonetheless recollects with an attention to detail. His 1906 reminiscence of the Quarles Farm is noteworthy both for calling out multiple species, rare for the Mississippi River Clemens, and for its rhetorical trajectory. The passage extends to three pages. Wild grapes and blackberries, pawpaws and persimmons, sumac and walnuts, pigeons and prairie chickens abound. Whether reciting the wild species or the cultivated, the catalogue reimmerses Clemens in the woods and the farm and moves with pleasure toward the chapter's final word: "breakfast." The extended passage employs anaphora as rhythmic aid and organizes this biophilia as a mental journey, a meditation really. The journey begins with willed reminiscence-"I can call back"-then dwells in the presence of the past-"I can see"; "I can hear"; "I can feel"-then reinhabits a knowledge once familiar, gone dormant in adulthood-"I know"; "I know how"; "I know how [a boy] feels; for I have been there"-and returns then to conscious recall-"I can remember"; "I remember" (120-22). As an aging youth, Clemens could still call back his pleasurable association with life forms of the Mississippi River watershed, but in the books that established him as the voice of America, this knowledge hardly informs the story. 8 The Adventures of Tom Sawyer remembers not a biophilic boy on a farm at the edge of the frontier but boys in a river town, ambivalent about their desire for excitement in wild spaces on the periphery. The river, its banks, marshes, bluffs, caves, and islands provide opportunities for being a pirate, gathering food from turtles' eggs, catching sun perch, bass, and catfish and mostly returning as beloved delinquents to the arms of the village society. Most especially in the island adventure, Tom with Huck and Joe dwell for a moment in nature, a moment made more emphatic by True Williams's illustrations. The image of the barefoot Tom in repose surrounded by birds and a squirrel waking to their work seems to write the passage for Clemens. But unlike Whitman, who imagined sacred rituals in riparian areas, as Jimmie Killingsworth's readings teach us, Clemens's boys "found [on the island] plenty of things to be delighted with but nothing to be astonished at"-except the sudden knowledge that those townspeople on the ferry and rafts in the river are searching for their drowned bodies (124).
9 They are not curious about other species as Sam had been at Quarles Farm and Jean was at Quarry Farm. Even when Tom Sawyer, Becky, and the others descend into the cave, they remain on the surface of the nonhuman world, writing their names on the walls, the prospectively rich searching for treasure. 10 Theirs may have been the fate of the young Sam also when his father's death removed the boy from his uncle's farm, kept him in Hannibal, and soon put him to work as a printer's apprentice. Hannibal was a stop on the steamboat line, part of a network of rapid change on the banks of the Upper Mississippi River, change not altogether glamorous and productive of immersion in nature as Quarles Farm had been. Smaller "shallow draft steamboats, [for example,] would have been the type that docked in Hannibal in Clemens' boyhood" and not the ornate large ones that ran in the deep channel below Alton, Illinois (Littleton-Uetz 56). Rapidly increasing steamboat traffic after 1830 produced a demand for fuel that resulted in the deforestation of the river banks, except for the undesirable cottonwood and willow (Fremling 175) . At Hannibal, Clemens was not only put to work and exposed to steamboats, but he was also living in a world where fewer species remained for observation or companionship than had been available at the beginning of the nineteenth century along the river and at Quarles Farm in Clemens's earlier boyhood days.
Human relations were no more measured than the process of deforestation. Along the Upper Mississippi, people of mixed Native American and Euro-American blood had, by the 1830s, already lost the 1820s' promise of Half-Breed Tracts. In City of Keokuk in 1856, Orion Clemens tells the story of the half-breed tract set aside by treaty in 1824 between the Des Moines and Mississippi rivers, the present nub of Iowa protruding into Missouri. Explaining how Keokuk came to be located in this halfbreed tract, Orion relates that the territory was intended for those who "did not wear the blanket," lived among whites in St. Louis, and did not enjoy the annuities paid by the federal government to members of native tribes (32-33). Yet in 1834, the government gave "half-breeds" the right to sell and convey their land, thus opening the door to speculators. Difficulties arose over titles with both whites and native people claiming half-breed status and the land . A plat of Keokuk was made public in 1837 and lots put on sale (Clemens 3), though it was 1841 before the US Supreme Court upheld the Iowa territory's decree titles (for whites), 1846 before the Court settled the border dispute within the tract between Iowa and Missouri (Ingham n.p.), and 1855 before the Court reaffirmed the whites' and therefore the city of Keokuk's title (Clemens 35) . In 1852, even the mixed-blood daughters of former St. Louis Mayor John Johnson had to fight in antebellum Missouri courts for their right to inherit their father's property, their convent education and upscale marriages being no antidote to their Native blood (History 365). In The Adventures of Tom Sawyer, Clemens's half-breed villain, Injun Joe, is jailed in a marsh and entombed in a cave, disinherited by Clemens's imagination and those Americans for whom it speaks. The later antebellum fragment "Huck Finn and Tom Sawyer Among the Indians," written in 1884 as a possible western sequel to Huck Finn, tries disinterring Native Americans through Tom's yearning for encounters with noble savages only to condemn them again as murderers and would-be rapists. A call for racial and colonial purity in a territory fraught with mixedness is put in the mouth of the slave Jim when he says to Tom, of their Missouri home: "we ain't got no Injuns, we doan' need no Injuns" (Among the Indians 34).
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When Clemens took his chance to be a cub pilot, he may have believed that a river pilot had no master, as he later wrote in 1875 (Life 166), but ambivalence even about this experience dogs these memories, "moral and mental masturbation" as he famously referred to them in a letter to his buddy Will Bowen the following year (qtd. in Dix 301). Memory of the river's hydrology defines training as a cub pilot, a methodology Clemens several times dubs "science" (Life 152, 61, 122) .
12 Despite the talk of the river's romance and even a more general attraction to the flows of water, Clemens's Mississippi is not a garden traversed by the steamboat machine. 13 It is itself more machine than ecology, a powerful and capricious machine.
14 Just how organic is this river machine, by Richard White's definition and in Clemens's imagining, is an open and important question for it speaks to the possibility of a prosthetic nature to which human attachment is still possible though more through work than through play. Clemens's river is an energy system for sure, moving soil from one political jurisdiction to another (Life 280), removing a town once significant in human history (363), dislocating poor riverside farmers with regularity (134-35). The science of piloting does not contain this energy that fascinated Clemens as cub and as returning writer.
Truly to understand the organic machine, suggests White, we need to train ourselves to see the natural in what is human-made and the unnatural in what is not. Clemens begins to offer evidence for such an analysis. By 1882, steamboats have all but returned to soil, being so little used, he observes (Life 258). Meanwhile, though river traffic is a fraction of its antebellum volume, the river is now, in the 1880s, lined with lights, even where there are no shoals, and with levees in many locations: "The military engineers of the [US River] Commission have taken upon their shoulders the job of making the Mississippi over again,-a job transcended in size by only the original job of creating it. . . . One who knows the Mississippi will promptly aver-not aloud but to himself-that ten thousand River commissions . . . cannot tame that lawless stream" (301-2). Ambivalent, Clemens juxtaposes the rational plan of the West Point-trained engineers to the experiential knowledge of the pilot Uncle Mumford, who asserts that this isn't the kind of river susceptible to engineering. Yet Mumford finally proposes to hedge his bets by buying property in Vicksburg, Mississippi, high and dry in accord with the plan (303-7). Even for those once comfortable with and still respectful of the river, seeking the natural integrity in changes of the scale undertaken by the Commission leaves one feeling foolish about the past and skeptical about the future. In the face of monumental instrumental change, Uncle Mumford considers conceding the river and his hydrological attachment to it.
Clemens situates these struggles largely in the deep channel, lower Mississippi. The upper Mississippi, at the book's end, has become the tropes of tourist brochures, capturable in a Claude glass. 15 Beautiful sunsets at Muscatine, Iowa, healthful waters below rocky bluffs, explosive growth of Upper Mississippi cities: this reductionist discourse invites simplistic (youthful?) tourist comforts without respect for the difficult relationships humans have developed with the river (Life 563). Commensurate with his 1882 return trip, Clemens did not in fact write his own accounts of the river north of Burlington but instead derived his first-hand account second-hand from local boosters' tales ). Clemens's upper Mississippi is inorganic-and not principally because of the early locks and dams already proposed for the Des Moines Falls as recorded in the 1856 document published by his brother Orion. The garden and the machine of the upper Mississippi are left in a limbo of borrowed clichés. Sour on the project, "when Life on the Mississippi was issued, [Clemens] was referring to it as 'this wretched God-damned book'" in a letter to traveling companion and publisher James R. Osgood (Loving 260) .
Clemens, the cub pilot and returning veteran pilot, never betrays much interest in the flora and fauna of the river as a set of interlocking ecologies as he did in the life on his uncle's farm. The deforested banks may well not have invited such attention or recall. Neither is the science of the river's hydrology really his interest. Confronted with the fact of hydrological time-the Mississippi had shortened itself 242 miles in 176 years-he tries to render absurd the enjambment of the streets of Cairo and New Orleans. In geological time, such enjambments are exactly what has occurred and recurred. But Clemens dismisses this science with an elbow in the ribs of readers, urging us to do the same: "There is something fascinating about science. One gets such wholesale returns of conjecture out of such a trifling investment of fact" (Life 208).
Clemens provides ample information to enable a substantive economic analysis of the river as conduit of commerce, but this is not his principal interest even though it has intrigued plenty of scholars. An apparent throwaway report from a barkeeper, for example, introduces important information about the economy of monocropping and long-distance transportation of food: "people along here in Mississippi and Louisiana will send up the river to buy vegetables rather than raise them . . . . [T] hey 'don't know any thing but cotton'" (Life 369). Yet Clemens sustains no economic analysis or much curiosity.
What does engage him in youth and middle-aged youth is the fantasy that the pilot had no master. Piloting was the romance for Clemens, not the river, argues Loving (213). Howard Horwitz demonstrates how exaggerated are Clemens's claims for the skills and independent power of the pilot in order to argue that Clemens lamented a loss of "market independence" and power over private property (247, 262) . But Clemens's reminiscence yearns ambivalently toward the uncharted speculations of youth rather than anything quite so coherent as Horwitz's calculations. On Clemens's 1882 return trip, he reports, with regret, what he surely already knew, that in assigning pilots specific responsibilities, "the Government had taken away the romance of the calling" (Life 301). The Southern rebel, the Western speculator, the splendid machine, the wild river had succumbed to government regulation.
Lawrence Howe is among those who have suggested that Clemens's vivid memory of his cub experience stands in for absent memory of Civil War experience (13) . This seems most pointedly true when he recalls the steamboat explosion that killed his brother Henry in 1858. In this horror is the opportunity for insight into hubris, machines, violence, and nature. One might imagine this insight would be particularly apparent after the 27 April 1865 Sultana disaster in which 1,600 of some 2,000 POWS, returning north after surviving Andersonville and Cahaba, were killed when their 360-foot steamboat exploded (Fremling 170) . In Life on the Mississippi, when Sam visits the hospital where Henry soon dies, he sees rows of wounded. But Clemens does not here reflect on the tragedy reported in 1858 to sister Mollie in an anguished letter: "The horrors of three days have swept over methey have blasted my youth and left me an old man before my time" (qtd. in Kiskis lv). Instead, in Life on the Mississippi, he returns quickly to the voice of youth. In depicting youth on the antebellum Mississippi, Clemens constrained his biophilic energies and, as Kiskis has argued, his adult conscience (lvi).
Clemens's masks of childhood inform our understanding of the relationship between literature and sustainability. Although literary scholars mine the whole of Clemens's verbal production, public and private, and thus, to name just one example, his own condemnation of his Tom Sawyer, popular literary characters like Twain himself, Huck Finn, and Tom Sawyer convey to a broad public what an American boyhood along the river should be whether or not that public actually reads the books in which these characters reside. Stories that circulate around them in and out of the books, stories sustained in public memory, frame the stories that imagine the future of a place, be it land or river. Given the ubiquitous presence of the pseudonym Mark Twain in Missouri, one might imagine that Clemens's father did indeed capitalize on his Salt River speculation. Not only does the Mark Twain National If Twain's stories of the steamboat pilot revel in the idea of mastery, in the stories of rafting-navigation without carbon-the reader might hope to find naturalists, even if inadvertent naturalists. The rafting scene imported from Huck Finn to Life on the Mississippi, as illustrated by John Harley, conveys a laboring community through the visual image of the five oarsmen working together and through the verbal storytelling session. Conflict and disorder also reign, however, even before the raftsmen discover stowaway Huck. Whether in coordinated work or competitive tall tales, the men display no taste for naturalist observation. Their job, in fact, is to participate in the deforestation of the North Woods and riverbanks. Although not an invitation to curiosity and attachment, such a job and a life might well create an intimacy between the men and the river that the story of their raucous fight renders only as frantic child's play.
The more pastoral rafting idyll, the biracial couple Jim and Huck on the fragment of a logging raft, promises a more biophilic vision of a boys' life. (I say boys' life advisedly, for just as Clemens the cub pilot was not a boy, neither is Jim.) Both Huck and Jim employ creative interpretations of night sounds and birds' calls and the whole of riverine nature. From chapter 1, however, Huck's interpretations feed upon the titillation of ghost stories (34). Jim's struggle to explain the natural world, though more pragmatic in its orientation toward survival, is also confused by the illogic of a slave society. He usefully extrapolates from pullets' behavior, the meaning in the actions of young wild birds (67). Yet when a rattlesnake bites Jim, the result of Huck's prank, superstition and credible folk vaccine intertwine in Jim's effort to save his own life. The slave Jim has no special knowledge about toxins and antitoxins as slave masters often believed and feared about their slaves (Parrish 259) .
Life on the raft notwithstanding, Huck Finn is a tale of abrupt physical and social action. Clemens saves little space for reflective curiosity, comfort, or respect, and these tight corners are soon invaded by blustering humans or machines. There exists a lyrical sunrise at the end of Huck and Jim's night shift on the raft (125). Yet a day or so hence, sparks from a steamboat commingle with the night stars whose origins Jim and Huck contemplate (126). They and readers should know better than to treat the steamboat's presence as benign beauty. Already they have encountered a steamboat that "bulged out, big and scary, with a long row of wide-open furnace doors . . . shining like red hot teeth. . . . She came crashing straight through the raft" (107). Still Clemens invites the glamour of human achievement, the sparks from those same furnaces, into the cosmic ecophilia of his young characters before they have had an opportunity to reflect beyond crude speculation (126).
Clemens provides Huck, himself, and his readers enough private time on the raft to fall in love with Jim. He does not provide enough time for us all to experience that love in a rhythm of sunrise and starlight. His is the rhythm of Simpson White, Amzi Doolittle, and M. M. McCarver, coiled to spring upon their claim on the Mississippi's West Bank. His is the rhythm of the steamboat pilot, reluctant to cut his engines as his vessel bears down upon the raft. His is the rhythm of the prospectively rich, hoping, hoping. It is a familiar rhythm and pace.
Clemens's experience at his uncle's frontier farm, if generative of an attachment to the natural world of eastern Missouri, finds less expression in the major river works than readers might imagine. If Clemens was nature smart, Louv's term for a biophilic knowledge comparable to street smart, he sees little use for it in his effort to determine what his reading consumers want to know of the Mississippi River Valley, especially the upper Mississippi. Sam Clemens, when he truly was a youth, lost that Quarles Farm life to which he was attached and found in its place speculation (risk itself ). He might ridicule speculation throughout his life and work, even when he engaged in it, but it was his fellow traveler nonetheless, as he confronted many more losses of what he held dear. When in winter 1903 Clemens took his ailing wife back to Italy, his friend William Dean Howells remarked to his sister, "He goes first for his wife's health, and then because he can't stand the nervous storm and stress here. He takes things intensely hard, and America is too much for him" (qtd. in Loving 414).
Writing of the 2010 explosion of the BP oil rig in the Gulf of Mexico, Naomi Klein describes her visit to the office of BP CEO Tony Hayward, a sometime faculty member at Stanford. On his desk is a plaque inscribed with a familiar American roadside gift store question: "What would you attempt if you knew you couldn't fail?" What on first blush looks like innocent encouragement of youth instead invites entry into a fantasy that knowledge (success, wealth) can be acquired without making mistakes. It removes from human learning the joy of deep curiosity about species, natural formations, and cultures with which humans share earth, curiosity that only becomes knowledge through mistakes. Read retrospectively, the question implies that any place can be a zone where imperial entitlement and frontier speculation meet. The question also reveals another risk in raising children with nature-deficit disorder. Absent experiential knowledge of some form of wild nature, children may fear ghosts reside there, as Louv surmises. In being outdoors only to participate in organized sports, children may come to believe there is a legal and medical remedy for every mistake, as Louv fears. Riskier still is the prospect that this absence and presence combined produce youth who assume all natural forces can be harnessed to their human hoping while they themselves will be spared the weight of the burden pulling at the collar and the traces. My own human hoping imagines "differences in the quality of attachment" to imperfect nature that still enable a "child's long-term comfort with and respect for the natural world" (qtd. in Louv 156). Haraway offers an alternative sentence suitable for framing: "Citizenship across species ties many knots, none of them innocent" (118). 9. Tom's playing with the adults' fears that the boys have drowned stands in stark contrast to the elegiac lines from Walt Whitman's "The Million Dead, Too, Summ'd Up": "The dead, the dead, the dead" are "corpses floated down the rivers" (qtd. in .
Notes
10. Contrary to the use of the cave in Tom Sawyer, in an autobiographical passage immediately following the extended reminiscence of Quarles Farm, Clemens moves from memory of various snakes and bats on the farm to bats he brought home to his mother from the caves around Hannibal. "A bat is beautifully soft and silky; I do not know any creature that is pleasanter to the touch or is more grateful for caressings, if offered in the right spirit. I know all about these coleoptera, because our great cave, three miles below Hannibal, was multitudinously stocked with them, and often I brought them home to amuse my mother with" (Autobiography 117). 12. In Mark Twain and Science (1988) , Sherwood Cummings provides an explanation of the layers of thought implied by Clemens's use of the word "science": "four cultures-Calvinistic, deistic, evangelical Christian, and post-Darwinian scientific-laid down incompatible strata in his mind" (16). A reader of Darwin and other late-nineteenth-century science, Clemens nevertheless displays the effects of these other strata throughout his writing life, effects that, for example, destabilize excursions into realism.
